DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: ASSESSING
SELLSIDE DIGITAL MATURITY 2021
‘DIGITALISATION’ & ‘DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION’ REMAIN DISTINCT CONCEPTS

In 2021, the forces of automation and digitalisation in the global capital markets trading and operational landscapes require commercial
and investment banks, specifically, to adapt appropriately or face relegation to the doldrums of diminishing buyside client market share. To
aid in this long-running, industry-wide adaptation effort, GreySpark Partners’ Delta-x Sellside Digital Maturity Assessment methodology
is designed to guide key decision makers in those institutions toward a granular understanding of how well their trading businesses are
progressing in transforming their operations into a new state aptly known as Digital Investment Banking. In measuring their institution’s
rate of evolution to-date toward this abstract goal, the practical outcomes achieved along the way – when appropriately measured – afford
those decision makers the opportunity to maintain the business’s historical positioning as a digital-first intermediary between buyside firm
clients and the financial markets that they operate within.
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GreySpark believes that this change in the original
findings of the survey in 2019 are due, in large
part, to the onset of the Coronavirus pandemic,
which naturally incentivised the minimum digital
competency required to operate successful
capital markets businesses to markedly increase.
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The findings of GreySpark’s 2021 Digital
Maturity Assessment survey of 15 corporate
and investment banks show that outright
digitalisation efforts are increasing among the
institutions that, in the past, were observed
as trailing their more technology-centric
competitors.

GreySpark Delta-x Scores as % of Total Possible Score

The GreySpark Delta-x Sellside Digital Maturity Assessment evaluates and scores 20
Digital Investment Banking metrics across ﬁve pillars:

Share of Respondent Surveyed CIBs, 2019 vs. 2020
2019

Although often used interchangeably, the concepts of digitalisation and digital
transformation are distinct from one another, and key corporate and investment
bank decision makers are increasingly clear on the difference. Where digitalisation
concerns new distribution channels and operational efficiencies – primarily through
a systems-centric approach – digital transformation entails the broader reimagination of the institution and its associated businesses.

This report explores GreySpark’s belief that Digital Transformation is necessary for
corporate and investment banking institutions to remain relevant and sustainable
in the changing capital markets landscape -- and how, in 2021, the full
achievement of this end-state remains uncommon within the industry globally.
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At the leading edge, the findings of the GreySpark
survey of 15 corporate and investment banks
showed that a select number of those institutions
traversed the core digitalisation space since
2019, with initial digital transformation as the next
stage of their process toward achieving Digital
Investment Banking.

For more information please visit:
greyspark.com

